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???????????????????? ?????? ????YOKOHAMA STATION? ?????????????????
?????1915????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? Pod, Homily, and Arrietty Clock's huge adventures have been
thrilling children young and old for fifty years--and their appeal is as strong as
ever in these handsome new paperback packages. While the original beloved
interior illustrations by Beth and Joe Krush have been retained, Marla Frazee's
striking cover illustrations capture these little people with a larger-than-life appeal.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????,??????????????????????,?????76??????????????????????????
??,???????,????????????????????
???????????????????,?????????????,??—??—???.
The first of a six book series set after the end of Stargate Atlantis's final season,
Homecoming sees Atlantis return to the Pegasus Galaxy. But the situation in Pegasus
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has changed. The Wraith are on the verge of unification under the new and powerful
Queen Death. She stages a daring raid with one goal: the capture of the only man able
to give their ships hyperdrive and lead them to Earth. –Dr. Rodney McKay.
Woman of Mystery The world knows her as an actress and courtesan, the mistress of
one of Napoleon’s glittering inner circle, but Elza (aka Ida St Elme) is more than that.
Only a few besides her beloved Michel know she is a secret agent in Napoleon’s
service, a confidential spy who works directly for the Emperor himself. Even fewer know
that she is also a Companion, an old soul who has lived many lives and whose flashes
of clairvoyance have occasionally given her the edge she needed to unravel an
unfathomable mystery. Now Elza faces her greatest challenge yet, but her past
threatens to hinder rather than help. What ancient failure weighs heavy on her soul, and
how does it complicate her current task for Napoleon? Will ignorance and fear lead
them all to repeat past mistakes? Or can Elza overcome the shadow of the past to
complete her mission – with no less than the government of France hanging in the
balance? From the ballrooms of Warsaw to the streets of Rome, from blood-soaked
snowy battlefields to the buried ruins of Pompeii, from palaces to prisons, Elza must
face her past to claim her future.
Courtesan, actress, medium -- spy. 1805: Europe stands poised on the brink of war.
Elza is content with her life in the demi-monde, an actress and courtesan in the
glittering society of France's First Empire, but when her former lover is arrested for
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treason, Elza is blackmailed into informing on her friends and associates. She has one
alternative -- to become the secret agent of the most feared man in Europe, Napoleon
Bonaparte! France's invasion of England is imminent, but a spy in the camp of the
Grand Army threatens the secret plans. Taking the Emperor's commission to catch the
spy means playing the deadly game of spy versus counterspy. However, this is no
ordinary espionage, but backed by the power of the witches of England determined to
hold England's sea wards against invasion. Only an agent who is herself a medium can
hope to unravel their magic in time -- with the life of the man Elza loves hanging in the
balance. From the theaters of Paris to the sea cliffs that guard the Channel, from
ballrooms and bedrooms to battlefields corporeal and astral, Elza must rely on her wits,
her courage, her beauty, and her growing talents as a medium for she must triumph -or die! Based upon the real life of Maria Versfelt (alias Ida St. Elme)—courtesan, actress
and writer—Graham’s latest entwines history, romance and a delicious dollop of
fantasy. Sexy and dashing. -- Kirkus Review on The General's Mistress (This) story will
confirm Graham’s place in the highest ranks of historical fantasists. -- Publisher's
Weekly on Stealing Fire Graham's ability to bring history to life is truly remarkable -Romantic Times Book Reviews on The General's Mistress Graham’s spare style
focuses on action, but fraught meaning and smoldering emotional resonance overlay
her deceptively simple words. -- Publisher's Weekly on Black Ships The General’s
Mistress is a gorgeous book, a tumultuous moment in history seen through the eyes of
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a woman who is living both in and beyond her own time. Like Elza, the book manages
to straddle the modern-day and the past to be both authentic and accessible to the
readers. The result is a beautiful, sensual journey of a woman with many names trying
to find her true identity. -- Geek Speak Magazine on The General's Mistress
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??????????????·????”??????“?19?????????,??????,????????,???????????????
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??????????? ????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????? ——?????????Karen Joy Fowler?
???????????——???????????????????????????????????????? ——???????Cory
Doctorow? ????????——??????????????? ——????????Charles Stross? ???????????????
beta??????????????????????????????3D?????????????????????????????????
——??F.????Maureen F. McHugh? ????????????????????????? ——???????Ramez
Naam? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——???????John Hodgman? ????????——??????????????????????????——???????????
????????????????????????????????????? ——???????Tom Barbash? ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——?????????? ?????????Veronica Belmont? ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——????????? ??????Aidan
Moher? ???????……???????????????????????????????????????????????????
——??????? ??? ?? (??)
Traditional Chinese edition of The Glass Books of the Dream Eaters. The book is
optioned by Johnny Depp's production company for a film in 2010. In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Detailed summary in vernacular field only.
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Chinese Simplified
????:Ironweed
Edward Armstead has lived much of his life in the shadow of his famous media lord father.
When his father dies, he leaves a will that makes it nearly impossible for Edward to keep the
thing he wants most - The New York Record - his father's flagship newspaper. Edward's
determination to exceed his father drives him to embark on two obssesive quiests - to make
the New York Reporter the number one nerwspaper in the city - and the the world - and to
make his father's young mistress his own. In a swiftly paced and prescient story reaching out of
Manhattan into the inner circles of power in England, France, Spain, Switzerland, and Isarael,
a growing wave of violence gives the publisher sensational headlines, exclusive to the Record,
that turn Armstead into a media legend almost overnight. As Weston begins to believe his own
hype, considering himself media's 'Almighty', a young, prize-winning investigative reporter on
his staff, Victoria Weston, begins to suspect that someone is manipulating front-page news. As
she follows her investigation through France and back to Manhattan, she begins to suspect the
terrible truth. This novel brings Rupert Murdoch and the current string of media scandals
immediately to mind. A sobering tale of power, corruption, and madness at the highest levels
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from a master craftsman of the written word.
Traditional Chinese edition of Angelology, a riveting thriller of the battle between ordinary
people that will decide the fate of the world. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
This OMNIBUS edition contains the first three novels in THE ORDER OF THE AIR - Lost
Things, Steel Blues & Silver Bullet. Book IV of The Order of the Air - Wind Raker - will be
available as of February, 2015. This is your chance to catch up on a wonderful series at a
bargain price. Also Included: Chapter One of The Parting, the first novel in the modern day
O.C.L.T. series (the two tie-in to one another). LOST THINGS: In 1929 archeologists began
draining Lake Nemi in search of the mysterious ships that have been glimpsed beneath its
waters since the reign of Claudius. What they awakened had been drowned for two thousand
years. For a very good reason. Veteran aviator Lewis Segura has been drifting since the Great
War ended, fetched up at last at the small company run by fellow veterans and pilots Alma
Gilchrist and Mitchell Sorley, assisted by their old friend Dr. Jerry Ballard, an archeologist who
lost his career when he lost part of his leg. It’s a living, and if it’s not quite what any of them
had dreamed of, it’s better than much that they’ve already survived. But Lewis has always
dreamed true, and what he sees in his dreams will take them on a dangerous chase from
Hollywood to New York to an airship over the Atlantic, and finally to the Groves of Diana
Herself…. The world is full of lost treasures. Some of them are better off not found. STEEL
BLUES: In this sequel to Lost Things, when the Gilchrist Aviation team tries to win the money
to keep the business going by placing first in a coast-to-coast air race, things get complicated!
A stolen necklace, a runaway Russian countess, and a century-old curse seem like trouble
enough, but then there's New Orleans, and the unsolved murders of the New Orleans Axeman.
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But what if the murderer is one of them? SILVER BULLET: Mad Science and Magic A series of
mysterious plane crashes in the Rocky Mountains in the midst of a Depression winter call Air
Corps reservists Mitch Sorley and Lewis Segura out to fly search and rescue, but it's more than
just a simple navigational hazard. Fortunately Mitch and Lewis are more than just pilots. With
Lewis' wife Alma and their old friend Dr. Jerry Ballard they're members of an esoteric Lodge
dedicated to the protection of the world. The Silver Bullet Mine is haunted -- or is it? Can
ghosts bring down aircraft? And are the small-time crooks who are interested in the Mine
simply looking to make a buck -- or the vanguard of something more evil and deadly? Aided by
their former con artist office manager Stasi Rostov, they've got to get to the bottom of what's
happening at the Silver Bullet Mine before more lives are lost.
Traditional edition of Two for the dough by Janet Evanovich, a cri me fighter Stephanie Plum
novel. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The world is a numinous place, for those who have eyes to see it. Welcome to the Numinous
World, where gods and angels intervene in the lives of mortals, and a band of eternal
companions unite and reunite over the centuries, striving to make the world a better place
despite wars and dark ages, hatred and cruelty. Here are stories from the very beginning of our
history, when the Lady of Cats entered the life of a young woman and changed her forever,
long ago when farmers first scraped a living from the soil. Here too are stories of the ancient
world — of Dion, the peerless scientist of Alexandria, of Lucia, a Roman waif, of a Persian
princess and her Jewish sister in law, of Lydias of Miletus who is once and always Ptolemy's
man, and of a Nubian girl who begins a long journey toward a strange destiny. There are
stories of the Dark Ages, of a last Roman outpost on the shores of Britain and of an Arab
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warrior who at last comes home to a white city on the sea, of a Scottish witch who serves the
Storm Queen and fears no other magic, and a Knight Templar enslaved by the beauty of the
world. Others follow — a messenger boy dragged into the Great Story and a desperate ride
dogged by the Wild Hunt, and a mercenary captain of the Thirty Years War who finds his
destiny in a remote corner of the Bohemian mountains. Here too are more modern tales of the
Age of Revolution, when Dion, Emrys, Sigismund and Charmian reunite in Napoleonic Paris,
and at last we roll into the twentieth century with a young American girl with extraordinary
oracular powers. Of course there is also Michael, Mik-el, Mikhael, who watches over his
charges as best he may, though the world may change around them. These are tiny windows
into a miraculous world, glimpses through a glass and darkly of all that might be — for those
with eyes to see. Table of Contents The Ravens of Falkenau 1614 AD Dion Ex Machina 4 BC
Cold Frontier 505 AD Small Victories 1800 AD How the Lady of Cats Came to Nagada 8000
BC Prince Over the Water 1040 AD Horus Indwelling 285 BC Paradise 641 AD Slave of the
World 1203 AD Little Cat 1012 BC Vesuvius 79 AD Unfinished Business 22 BC The
Messenger's Tale 1553 AD Morning Star 469 BC Templar Treasure 1188 AD Winter's Child
1821 AD Brunnhilde in the Fire 1901 AD
??????????????? ???????????? ???????? Scott McCloud ?? ????????????????????1978?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????
Elainee???????? ? ????????? ? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????? ????????????? ???????? ????????——??????Kurt Vonnegut??????????
????????????????????????——???????John Updike?????????? ??????????????????——??????
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???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????19
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????…… ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???
In this first installment in a six book series set after the end of Stargate Atlantis's final season,
Atlantis returns to the Pegasus Galaxy where the Wraith are now under the new and powerful
Queen of Death who desperately needs Dr. Rodney McKay--the only one who can lead them
to Earth. Original.
????X????X???? ???????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????????
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